Securicom Managed Intruder detection
Service (IDS) is a standalone intrusion
alert and prevention service that:










Monitors and inspects all incoming packets for
suspicious patterns, exploits or malicious
content
Stops external attacks that evade conventional
firewall defences
Identifies emerging threats for which no
signature has yet been developed
Protects valuable assets from external attacks
Ensures proactive alerts on possible threats
Provides visibility into attacks
Delivers scheduled reporting on attacks
Ensures proactive and effective management
of incidents

High alert
Securicom Intrusion Detection Service (IDS) is a network-based solution for identifying
and preventing external attacks on the network. Using industry-leading IDS devices
which are innovatively packaged with other necessary security technologies and
delivered as a managed service, Securicom IDS ensures peace of mind that all external
attacks on the network are detected and blocked before IT security is compromised.

It complements the network firewall, detecting and stopping attacks that evade
conventional perimeter protection defences by inspecting the packets within
the gateway for malicious content.
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Securicom IDS is offered on a subscription basis so there is no capital outlay. The service
includes pre-implementation consultancy and a comprehensive IT security posture check to
devise the most appropriate implementation plan.
Securicom’s team of experts installs the IDS devices and associated security products. The
IDS sensors can be deployed invisibly on the network to work with current configurations
with no major changes to the current routing/ switching infrastructure. They can also be
deployed in a high availability configuration to ensure a single hardware failure doesn’t bring
down the whole network.

On guard
Subscribing companies have access to support from Securicom’s team which monitors and maintains the
system infrastructure and devices around the clock. All security events on the system are logged and
managed within Securicom’s Help Desk system. Customers receive automated alerts on all events that are
considered important.
When necessary, or when a customer escalates an incident for investigation, Securicom will investigate and
provide remediation advice.

Full visibility
Securicom IDS features a convenient web-based console that allows subscribing companies to view
reports on the activity on their IDS system. The portal allows for incident event filtering so that customers
only receive alerts on events that are considered important in terms of their specific security requirements.
There is also a user-friendly dashboard which offers an overview of the security posture of the system and
statistics on events and incidents that have taken place. From the dashboard, companies can get a
breakdown of activity on the system for the past seven days and see which IDS events were detected and
blocked. The dashboard also gives details regarding the top ten attackers, the attack distribution and the
top attack signatures.
What this means is that subscribing companies are always up to speed on events and incidents that could
compromise the security of their infrastructure and business information.

Features
Robust, best-of-breed intrusion detection capability





Detects and prevents attacks before they impact security
Detects attacks for which there are no threat signatures
Fills the gaps not secured by traditional firewall defences
Ensures optimal security posture at all times

Fully-managed by Securicom







Devices are installed by experts
24x7 management and monitoring by Securicom engineers
Access to qualified experts
No need for a dedicated in-house resource to manage and maintain the solution
Securicom takes care of upgrades and maintenance
Securicom investigates and provides remediation advice

Offered on a subscription basis





No capital outlay
Reduced overall total cost of ownership
Tangible ROI results
Various options to suit the company budget

User-friendly online console and dashboard





Central portal providing visibility of the status of the network
Up-to-date information about activity of events and activity on the system
Reporting capabilities
Ability to track status of incidents and investigations

For more information on Securicom’s Managed Intrusion Detection Service, a dynamic
demonstration of its capabilities or advice on choosing the most suitable option for your
business requirements, please contact: 0861 591 591 / sales@securicom.co.za
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